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Does My Jesus Really Support Trump?
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“I’m automatically  attracted to  beautiful  [women]—I just  start  kissing them. It’s  like a
magnet. Just kiss. I don’t even wait. And when you’re a star they let you do it. You can do
anything … Grab them by the pussy. You can do anything.”

Channel  surfing  this  AM  I  caught  a  meeting  of  ‘Evangelicals  for  Trump’  on  C-Span.  White
House Spiritual Advisor Paula White-Cain was addressing the group on the importance of re-
electing Trump.

Funny, how I have heard from more than one acquaintance that Trump was actually ‘Sent
by God’. Where? I asked. Here? Donald Trump AKA THE DONALD, who makes the late John
Gotti  look like an amateur in the area of Teflon? HE was sent by God to do what, perhaps
hasten up the coming Armageddon? After all, those phony ‘Love Israel while we await the
Rapture’ Christians care as much for Jews as the Israeli Jews care for the Palestinians: ZERO!
No, Trump represents what all those right wing Christians (Perhaps including Trump’s press
secretary  with  her  always  visible  crucifix?)  really  care  about:  Family  values,  no  abortions
and freedom from the Blacks and Browns… except when they need a Nanny or landscape
worker on their estates. Oh yeah, and of course making sure that Amerika’s jackboot is
permanently on the neck of those 3rd world countries… especially where the A-Rabs live.

So,  Mr.  Trump  has  had  a  history  of  misogynist  behavior.  The  transcript  from  the
conversation he had in 2005 about those ‘Kitty cats’ he just loved to grab and dominate
could come straight out of what, The New Testament? Yet, those Bible thumping fools who
think  They  own  both  Jesus  AND  our  flag  seem to  overlook  all  he  has  said  and  done… for
decades! I mean, because Trump said he made those comments in a ‘Private conversation’
trumps (no pun intended) any critique of it. It is like when we played stoopball, and someone
yelled out ‘Hindu’ and said ‘Do over’. After all, this writer comes from Brooklyn, NYC and
was blue collar  all  the way. I  have made many foolish comments at times,  but never
speaking of women in that manner. Never!! I have had many wild times as a young man,
but never  behaved in such a  low class and savage manner. For it is  low class and savage
to grab a woman by her genitals and have with her. Oh, I forgot, Trump was such a star that
the woman in question would not mind being manhandled that way. I have known ‘Working
Women’ as they call them, who would not put up with that behavior… even at a price! Yet,
the holy rollers just loved him in 2016 and again this year.

When the economy sinks faster than ‘A speeding bullet, more powerful than a locomotive..’
we won’t have Superman to save the day. If the ‘Trump thumping Evangelicals  have their
way, like it or not, we will step into a Fascist/Neo Nazi rabbit hole that will assure that the
coming Time of Tribulation is before us!
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Note to readers: please click the share buttons above or below. Forward this article to your
email lists. Crosspost on your blog site, internet forums. etc.

Philip A Farruggio is a contributing editor for The Greanville Post. He is also frequently
posted on Global Research, Nation of Change, Countercurrents.org, and Off Guardian sites.
He is the son and grandson of Brooklyn NYC longshoremen and a graduate of Brooklyn
College, class of 1974. Since the 2000 election debacle Philip has written over 400 columns
on the Military Industrial Empire and other facets of life in an upside down America. He is
also host of the ‘It’s the Empire… Stupid‘ radio show, co produced by Chuck Gregory. Philip
can be reached at paf1222@bellsouth.net.
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